Enphase Energy Paces Its ERP Environment to Its
Business Growth with Syntax’s Oracle ERP Cloud
In late 2014, it became apparent to Enphase Energy that it needed to upgrade to a more capable
Oracle ERP Cloud Services provider. As a global manufacturing company with 24/7 operations,
Enphase needed a new partner that could provide more comprehensive services paired with
the processes and the mature delivery structure needed to scale up its ERP environment as its
business grew.
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Three factors drove Enphase’s decision to choose Syntax:
1) Syntax’s client-centric service delivery model ensured Enphase would get the end-to-end
support it needed,
2) Syntax’s Enterprise Cloud offered the robust security controls needed to keep Enphase SOX
compliant and
3) Syntax’s integrated Disaster Recovery (“DR”) solution, featuring a 2 hour RTO and 0 hour RPO
that exceeded Enphase’s DR requirements.
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Technology Footprint
• Oracle Database 11g
• Oracle E-Business Suite
R12.1.3
• Oracle Financials
• Oracle Manufacturing

Syntax believes that actions, not words, drive a
successful partnership. We chose Syntax because we
needed a partner who could scale our environment as
we grew, and Syntax has optimized our architecture
whenever we’ve needed them to. I’m a demanding client
with high expectations and I’m pleased to say Syntax has
met my expectations because they’re always focused on
our long-term satisfaction.”
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Enphase Energy Paces Its ERP Environment to Its Business Growth with Syntax’s Oracle
ERP Cloud

In early 2015, Syntax transitioned Enphase to Syntax’s Oracle ERP Cloud seamlessly. Since
then, Enphase has found Syntax to be a responsive, proactive partner, consistently focused
on what is best for Enphase’s long-term interests. When business needs dictate that Enphase
shrink or expand parts of its footprint, Syntax scales things up – or down - accordingly.
Looking forward, Enphase expects further efficiency gains as Syntax continues to fine-tune its
environment.

Accomplishments
• Migrated to a scalable
Oracle EBS hosting
platform

• Ensured continued
SOX compliance

• Secured robust
Disaster Recovery
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